
WRITING A BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR AN ENCYCLOPEDIA

Automatic works cited and bibliography formatting for MLA, APA and Autocite a Encyclopedia in MLA Format How to
Cite an Encyclopedia in Print in MLA.

You can use the Science Buddies Bibliography Worksheet to help you. That is why each source you use must
be listed in a detailed bibliography with enough information for someone to go and find it by themselves.
Example: Smith, , Climate section, para. Sample Bibliographies. Before you compose your bibliography, you
will need to develop your background research plan. When you are finished, type the information from the
worksheet into a formatted bibliography using the examples listed above. Collect this information for each
printed source: Collect this information for each Web Site: author name title of the publication and the title of
the article if it's a magazine or encyclopedia date of publication the place of publication of a book the
publishing company of a book the volume number of a magazine or printed encyclopedia the page number s
author and editor names if available title of the page if available the company or organization who posted the
webpage the Web address for the page called a URL the last date you looked at the page The bibliographic
information for different types of resources are located in different places, so you may need to do some
detective work to get all of the information for your bibliography. Print Key Info Make a list to keep track of
ALL the books, magazines, and websites you read as you follow your background research plan. Different
types of sources have different formatting in the bibliography. Last Name Ed. Your bibliography should
include a minimum of three written sources of information about your topic from books, encyclopedias, and
periodicals. Example Carruthers, E. A "hanging indent" means that each subsequent line after the first line of
your citation should be indented by 0. Write down, photocopy, or print the following information for each
source you find. Enter the section heading name, followed by the word "section" and then the number of the
paragraph within that section. This example refers to the second paragraph under the Climate section of the
entry. In Editor's First Initial. List the sources in alphabetical order using the author's last name. This way,
when you are typing your bibliography you won't need to go back to the library and find any missing
information. Each time you use some information from a source, you will need to cite the source that it came
from.


